
retreat to integrate

By NATHALIE IMBERT HKORA
& MELANIE OLDHAM

ABOUT TOTAL IMMERSION

We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians who have walked upon

and cared for this land for thousands of years. We acknowledge the

continued deep spiritual attachment and relationship of Aboriginal

and Torres Strait Islander people to this country and commit

ourselves to the ongoing journey of reconciliation



A retreat to invoke calm,

introspection and treatments in

Forrestfield, Western Australia.

 

The healing provided during the immersion

intends the person to face themselves and their

choices, as both often lead to disharmony in life.

 

The treatments allow the patient to take their

share of responsibility for events they

experienced but also events they suffered and

find out how to correct their choices and hence

transform their experience.

21-22/10/2023

When and Where?

Taking care of ourselves is first of all listening, paying

attention, and taking time to breathe with the other.

Healing is also helping others to understand themselves

which allows the rebalancing of their life, their body, 

and their needs.



Retreat, because it is in those profound moments of inner-silence,

enhanced by being in contact with the elements of nature, that our

consciousness can fully integrate our being by first perceiving and

then receiving the vibrations of our higher self. All beings who feel the

pull to retreat are invited to do so. All that is required to connect to

the self and to connect to our guides is the willingness to open up.

Channeling or the act of a message shared from higher consciousness

to a human being. It will help you move forward on your life path. The

message opens the consciousness and the heart. It is a vibratory

treatment of high intensity on its own and can be transmitted in a

spoken form or through our senses.

It's an extraordinary and very unique experience, always fulfilled with

love, peace, kindness and wisdom. It is the presence of the Divine that

literally comes forward and transmits its energy beyond words.

Channeling is a surprising yet natural phenomena.

Why, Who and How?

Sensed and channeled by the medium's consciousness, the

profound connection will be received by vibrations 

from the divine world and transmitted at the terrestrial level,

 

Bringing incredibly valuable knowledge

Bringing light and clarity through wisdom

Helping to soothe pain and grief

Helping you to find your way back to Self

Allowing the alignment with Self 

Bringing people's energy as one

Being guided to becoming non-attached and free

2 Days of Total Immersion

The opening of the consciousness and heart allows release on a Karmic level, 

and helps to establish a link between the human, divine and multi-dimensional levels.



Born in Africa and currently living in France,

Nathalie has been walking her life path with

the channeling of her Guides, which allowed

her to reach a high level of experience in

kinesiology and osteopathy.

 

Nathalie lives life to the fullest and while

traveling around the world, she has been on a

life mission seeking all the different methods

and treatments available on this planet.

Born in France, Melanie has been living in

Australia for the last 10 years. Passionate

about alternative medicines and the power of

creativity on the neural network, she thrives

through life being a Certified Results Coach

and Art Therapist. 

 

Melanie helps her clients to heal from

traumas, chronic pain and PTSD guiding them

through a unique process of recovery.

Your Hosts

Practitioner

Coordinator



PROGRAM

Morning: preparation of the bodies and consciousness

Grounding with motion

Breathwork

Dance

Each participant will be invited to formulate a request

for treatment or a request for healing on a physical,

emotional or energetical level.

Afternoon: rising in vibrations

Introspection

Meditation

First contact with a vibration from the divine and a

Q&A session, where each participant, one after the

other, will put in their request directly and receive the

needed vibration.

Evening: in silence, Yoga and Breathwork to integrate

the energies of the day

Day 2 Morning: relaxation with gentle stretching movements

Silence and Breathwork 

Meditation

Channeling of energy to continue the treatments

Q&As channeling and reharmonisation of the bodies

Afternoon: the unification of all participants and

alignment with the Christian, Buddhist and Original

energy to be one body.

Break

Earthing

Back to our dimension.

Day 1



Thank you!

NATHALIE IMBERT HKORA 

contact@lemulsion.com

+33 (0) 650 367 802

France

MELANIE OLDHAM

melanie.treff@hotmail.com

+61 (0) 458 963 401

Australia

Expression of interest
& Price list

2-day About Total Immersion Retreat

1 Night accommodation

All organic and vegan meals, snacks, and beverages

AUD 500

 

2-day About Total Immersion Retreat

All organic and vegan meals, snacks, and beverages

AUD 450

 

9-DAY WORKSHOP & RETREAT COMBO

Accommodation included AUD 2000

Accommodation not included AUD 1600

LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE
30% deposit is required at the time of booking.

 

https://www.phrasemix.com/examples/a-non-refundable-30-deposit-is-required-at-the-time-of-booki

